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Read carefully all the assembling instructions below and turn OFF 
energy power before starting the installation.

Remove the protecting package from the pieces taking care to not 
harm any parts with cutting surfaces or objects. Lay the parts of the 
fixture on some horizontal surface in order to connect them, if 
needed use the protecting package to soften the surface and 
protect the parts from getting scratched or harmed.

Once the protecting packages are removed, position the wall lamp 
in the desired point assuring about the correct orientation of the 
fixture.

With the installation location defined, use the structural base (B) 
as a template and make the marks on the wall where the holes must 
be done in order to fix the base.

With the markings done, use 8mm drills and make the holes on the 
wall, inserting the plastic bushing.

MAKING ELECTRICAL CONNECTIONS

Pass the energy cable through the junction box cover (C) and 
make the electrical connections according with all applicable local 
codes. Insert the escess energy cable inside of the junction box.

Fix the junction box cover (C) on the junction box using the 
provided screws (S1). 

Screw the structural base (B) on the plastic bushing fixed in the 
wall using the provided screws (S2)

Fit the outter base of the wall lamp in the structural base.

Fix both bases fastening the provided screw (S3) until it is secure 
and stable.

Turn on energy power, your luminaire is ready for use.

USER GUIDE

Use the hand switch located on the base of the fixture to turn the 
wall lamp ON and OFF.

Take care to not apply excessive strength moving the flexible stem, 
preserving the fixture’s integrity.

It is recommended the use of a MR-11 LED bulb compatible with 
the GU-10 socket.
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Wall Lamp

Balance Accord Wall Lamp 4194/4195/4196

Natural Wood Veneer, MDF.
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